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Reasons and Persons Nov 04 2022 Part 1 discusses ways in which theories about morality and rationality can be
self-defeating and Part 2 the relations between what a single person can rationally want or do at different times,
and what different people can rationally want or do. Parts 3 & 4 tackle personal identity and our obligations to
future generations.
Moral Brains Sep 09 2020 In the last fifteen years, there has been significant interest in studying the brain
structures involved in moral judgments using novel techniques from neuroscience such as functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). Many people, including a number of philosophers, believe that results from
neuroscience have the potential to settle seemingly intractable debates concerning the nature, practice, and
reliability of moral judgments. This has led to a flurry of scientific and philosophical activities, resulting in the rapid
growth of the new field of moral neuroscience. There is now a vast array of ongoing scientific research devoted
towards understanding the neural correlates of moral judgments, accompanied by a large philosophical literature
aimed at interpreting and examining the methodology and the results of this research. This is the first volume to
take stock of fifteen years of research of this fast-growing field of moral neuroscience and to recommend future
directions for research. It features the most up-to-date research in this area, and it presents a wide variety of
perspectives on this topic.
Genethics Nov 11 2020 Unprecedented advances in medicine, genetic engineering, and demographic
forecasting raise new questions that strain the categories and assumptions of traditional ethical theories. Heyd's
approach resolves many paradoxes in intergenerational justice, while offering a major test case for the profound
problems of the limits of ethics and the nature of value. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program,
which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and
give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality,
peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally
published in 1992.
The Point of View of the Universe Oct 23 2021 Tests the views and metaphor of 19th-century utilitarian
philosopher Henry Sidgwick against a variety of contemporary views on ethics, determining that they are
defensible and thus providing a defense of objectivism in ethics and of hedonistic utilitarianism.
Consciousness and Personal Identity. An Investigation Oct 11 2020 Essay from the year 2017 in the subject
Philosophy - Practical (Ethics, Aesthetics, Culture, Nature, Right, ...), grade: 3.34, Indiana University (College of
Arts and Sciences - Philosophy Department), course: PHIL-P300 Philosophical Writing Methods, language:
English, abstract: The Philosophy of Personal Identity which bears a rich tradition dating back to some of the
seminal psychological theory of identity forwarded by John Locke. In this essay, I propose a new variation of an
imperfect psychological criterion of personal identity that attempts to precisely answer the question, "What is
necessary and sufficient for a person to be the same person over time?" Though various experts in this field such
as Derek Parfit have forwarded skepticism and outright rejection of conventional theories of personal identity, this
paper appeals to metaphysical notions of immanent causality in an effort to respond to Parfit and formulate a
framework of identity that explains and satisfies what are often closely held intuitions on personhood.
Reasons to Stay Alive Dec 01 2019 Order THE COMFORT BOOK. Available now! THE NUMBER ONE
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO FEEL TRULY ALIVE? Aged 24, Matt Haig's world

caved in. He could see no way to go on living. This is the true story of how he came through crisis, triumphed over
an illness that almost destroyed him and learned to live again. A moving, funny and joyous exploration of how to
live better, love better and feel more alive, Reasons to Stay Alive is more than a memoir. It is a book about
making the most of your time on earth. 'I wrote this book because the oldest clichés remain the truest. Time heals.
The bottom of the valley never provides the clearest view. The tunnel does have light at the end of it, even if we
haven't been able to see it . . . Words, just sometimes, really can set you free.'
Knowing Right From Wrong Mar 28 2022 Can we have objective knowledge of right and wrong, of how we
should live and what there is reason to do? Can it be anything but luck when our beliefs are true? Kieran Setiya
confronts these questions in their most compelling and articulate forms, and argues that if there is objective
ethical knowledge, human nature is its source.
Cognition Through Understanding May 18 2021 Cognition Through Understanding presents a selection of
Tyler Burge's essays on cognition, thought, and language. The essays collected here use epistemology as a way
of interpreting underlying powers of mind, and focus on four types of cognition that are warranted through
understanding: self-knowledge, interlocution, reasoning, and reflection.
Reasons and Persons Apr 28 2022 Part 1 discusses ways in which theories about morality and rationality can
be self-defeating and Part 2 the relations between what a single person can rationally want or do at different
times, and what different people can rationally want or do. Parts 3 & 4 tackle personal identity and our obligations
to future generations.
Metaethics from a First Person Standpoint Sep 21 2021 Metaethics from a First Person Standpoint addresses
in a novel format the major topics and themes of contemporary metaethics, the study of the analysis of moral
thought and judgement. Metathetics is less concerned with what practices are right or wrong than with what we
mean by ‘right’ and ‘wrong.’ Looking at a wide spectrum of topics including moral language, realism and antirealism, reasons and motives, relativism, and moral progress, this book engages students and general readers in
order to enhance their understanding of morality and moral discourse as cultural practices. Catherine Wilson
innovatively employs a first-person narrator to report step-by-step an individual’s reflections, beginning from a
position of radical scepticism, on the possibility of objective moral knowledge. The reader is invited to follow along
with this reasoning, and to challenge or agree with each major point. Incrementally, the narrator is led to certain
definite conclusions about ‘oughts’ and norms in connection with self-interest, prudence, social norms, and finally
morality. Scepticism is overcome, and the narrator arrives at a good understanding of how moral knowledge and
moral progress are possible, though frequently long in coming. Accessibly written, Metaethics from a First Person
Standpoint presupposes no prior training in philosophy and is a must-read for philosophers, students and general
readers interested in gaining a better understanding of morality as a personal philosophical quest.
The Human Animal Dec 25 2021 Most philosophers writing about personal identity in recent years claim that
what it takes for us to persist through time is a matter of psychology. In this groundbreaking new book, Eric Olson
argues that such approaches face daunting problems, and he defends in their place a radically non-psychological
account of personal identity. He defines human beings as biological organisms, and claims that no psychological
relation is either sufficient or necessary for an organism to persist. Rejecting several famous thought experiments
dealing with personal identity, he instead argues that one could survive the destruction of all of one's
psychological contents and capabilities as long as the human organism remains alive.
On What Matters Aug 01 2022 Derek Parfit presents the third volume of On What Matters, his landmark work of
moral philosophy. Parfit develops further his influential treatment of reasons, normativity, the meaning of moral
discourse, and the status of morality. He engages with his critics, and shows the way to resolution of their
differences. This volume is partly about what it is for things to matter, in the sense that we all have reasons to
care about these things. Much of the book discusses three of the main kinds of meta-ethical theory: Normative
Naturalism, Quasi-Realist Expressivism, and Non-Metaphysical Non-Naturalism, which Derek Parfit now calls NonRealist Cognitivism. This third theory claims that, if we use the word 'reality' in an ontologically weighty sense,
irreducibly normative truths have no mysterious or incredible ontological implications. If instead we use 'reality' in
a wide sense, according to which all truths are truths about reality, this theory claims that some non-empirically
discoverable truths-such as logical, mathematical, modal, and some normative truths-raise no difficult ontological
questions. Parfit discusses these theories partly by commenting on the views of some of the contributors to Peter
Singer's collection Does Anything Really Matter? Parfit on Objectivity. Though Peter Railton is a Naturalist, he has
widened his view by accepting some further claims, and he has suggested that this wider version of Naturalism
could be combined with Non-Realist Cognitivism. Parfit argues that Railton is right, since these theories no longer
deeply disagree. Though Allan Gibbard is a Quasi-Realist Expressivist, he has suggested that the best version of
his view could be combined with Non-Realist Cognitivism. Parfit argues that Gibbard is right, since Gibbard and

he now accept the other's main meta-ethical claim. It is rare for three such different philosophical theories to be
able to be widened in ways that resolve their deepest disagreements. This happy convergence supports the view
that these meta-ethical theories are true. Parfit also discusses the views of several other philosophers, and some
other meta-ethical and normative questions.
The View From Nowhere Feb 24 2022 Discusses the mind-body problem, knowledge, personal identity, free
will, ethics, death, reality, values, and the meaning of life.
The Human Predicament Mar 16 2021 Are our lives meaningless? Is death bad? Would immortality be better?
Alternatively, should we hasten our deaths by acts of suicide? Many people are tempted to offer comforting
optimistic answers to these big questions. The Human Predicament offers a less sanguine assessment, and
defends a substantial, but not unmitigated, pessimism.
Derek Parfit's Reasons and Persons Sep 02 2022 Derek Parfit (1942-2017) is widely considered to be one of the
most important moral philosophers of the twentieth century. Reasons and Persons is arguably the most influential
of the two books published in his lifetime and hailed as a classic work of ethics and personal identity. Derek
Parfit's Reasons and Persons: An Introduction and Critical Inquiry is an outstanding introduction to and
assessment of Parfit's book, with chapters by leading scholars of ethics, metaphysics and of Parfit's work. Part I
provides a much-needed introduction to key topics and themes in Reasons and Persons that will be useful for
those new to Parfit's complex work. These include Parfit's idea of self-defeating theories, rationality and time,
personal identity, future generations and well-being. Part II explores various debates generated by Reasons and
Persons, including its connections with Buddhism, metaethics, theory of rationality, transformative choices and
further developments in personal identity and metaphysics such as conativism. Combining clear exposition of the
major topics and arguments in Reasons and Persons with scholarly perspectives on more advanced themes, this
book is ideal for students of ethics, metaethics, metaphysics and anyone interested in Derek Parfit's philosophy.
Utilitarianism Aug 28 2019 Two essays on utilitarianism, written from opposite points of view, by J. J. C. Smart
and Bernard Williams. In the first part of the book Professor Smart advocates a modern and sophisticated version
of classical utilitarianism; he tries to formulate a consistent and persuasive elaboration of the doctrine that the
rightness and wrongness of actions is determined solely by their consequences, and in particular their
consequences for the sum total of human happiness. In Part II Bernard Williams offers a sustained and vigorous
critique of utilitarian assumptions, arguments and ideals. He finds inadequate the theory of action implied by
utilitarianism, and he argues that utilitarianism fails to engage at a serious level with the real problems of moral
and political philosophy, and fails to make sense of notions such as integrity, or even human happiness itself. This
book should be of interest to welfare economists, political scientists and decision-theorists.
MOBY DICK (Modern Classics Series) Jun 06 2020 This carefully crafted ebook: "MOBY DICK (Modern
Classics Series)” is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Moby-Dick by
Herman Melville: first published in 1851, considered to be one of the Great American Novels and a treasure of
world literature, one of the great epics in all of literature. The story tells the adventures of wandering sailor
Ishmael, and his voyage on the whaleship Pequod, commanded by Captain Ahab. Ishmael soon learns that Ahab
has one purpose on this voyage: to seek out Moby Dick, a ferocious, enigmatic white sperm whale. In a previous
encounter, the whale destroyed Ahab's boat and bit off his leg, which now drives Ahab to take revenge...
Life, Death, and Meaning Sep 29 2019 Life, Death, and Meaning is designed to introduce students to the key
existential questions of philosophy.
Staying Alive Apr 16 2021 Offers a new way of thinking about the relation between personal identity and
practical interests, seeing persons as unified loci of practical interaction and defining the identity of a person in
terms of the unity of a characteristic kind of life.
The Power of Persuasion Jul 28 2019 Looks at the power of effective persuasion, describing the mindset and
tactics of persuasion professionals and detailing ways to protect oneself from becoming a victim of manipulation.
Essays on Derek Parfit's On What Matters May 30 2022 In Essays on Derek Parfit's On What Matters, seven
leadingmoral philosophers offer critical evaluations of the central ideaspresented in a greatly anticipated new work
by world-renowned moralphilosopher Derek Parfit. Presents critical assessments of what promises to be one of
thekey moral philosophy texts of our time Features essays by a team of leading philosophers includingPrinceton's
Michael Smith, one of the world's leadingmeta-ethicists Addresses Parfit's central thesis - that the main
ethicaltheories can agree on what matters - as well as his defense ofmoral realism
Utilitarianism Jan 14 2021
The Ego Trick May 06 2020 A riveting and profound exploration of what the 'self' actually is, by one of the
world's best-loved popular philosophers.
Persons and Causes Jul 08 2020 This provocative book refurbishes the traditional account of freedom of will as

reasons-guided "agent" causation, situating its account within a general metaphysics. O'Connor's discussion of
the general concept of causation and of ontological reductionism v. emergence will specially interest
metaphysicians and philosophers of mind.
Personal Identity and Applied Ethics Apr 04 2020 'Soul', 'self', ‘substance’ and 'person' are just four of the
terms often used to refer to the human individual. Cutting across metaphysics, ethics, and religion the nature of
personal identity is a fundamental and long-standing puzzle in philosophy. Personal Identity and Applied Ethics
introduces and examines different conceptions of the self, our nature, and personal identity and considers the
implications of these for applied ethics. A key feature of the book is that it discusses a range of different
approaches to personal identity; philosophical, religious and cross-cultural, including perspectives from nonWestern traditions. Within this comparative framework, Andrea Sauchelli examines the following topics: Early
views of the soul in Plato, Christianity and Descartes The Buddhist 'no-self' views and the self as a fiction
Confucian ideas of our nature and the importance of self-cultivation as constitutive of the self Locke's theory of
personal identity as continuity of consciousness and memory and objections by Butler and Reid as well as
contemporary critics The theory of 'animalism' and arguments concerning embodied theories of personal identity
Practical and narrative theories of personal identity and moral agency Personal identity and issues in applied
ethics, including abortion, organ transplantation, and the idea of life after death Implications of life-extending
technologies for personal identity. Throughout the book Sauchelli also considers the views of important recent
philosophers such as Sydney Shoemaker, Bernard Williams, Derek Parfit, Marya Schechtman and Christine
Korsgaard, placing these in helpful historical context. Chapter summaries, a glossary of key terms, and
suggestions for further reading make this a refreshing, approachable introduction to personal identity and applied
ethics. It is an ideal text for courses on personal identity that consider both western and non-western approaches
and that apply theories of personal identity to ethical problems. It will also be of interest to those in related
subjects such as religious studies and history of ideas.
Moral Tribes Aug 09 2020 A ground-breaking and ambitious book that promotes a new understanding of morality,
one that will help us to solve society's biggest problems. Our brains were designed for tribal life, for getting along
with a select group of others (Us), and for fighting off everyone else (Them). But modern life has thrust the world's
tribes into a shared space, creating conflicts of interest and clashes of values, along with unprecedented
opportunities. As the world shrinks, the moral lines that divide us become more salient and more puzzling. We
fight over everything from tax codes to gay marriage to global warming, and we wonder where, if at all, we can
find our common ground. A grand synthesis of neuroscience, psychology, and philosophy, Moral Tribes reveals
the underlying causes of modern conflict and lights a way forward. Our emotions make us social animals, turning
Me into Us. But they also make us tribal animals, turning Us against Them. Our tribal emotions make us fight,
sometimes with bombs, sometimes with words, and often with life-and-death stakes. Drawing inspiration from
moral philosophy and cutting-edge science, Moral Tribes shows when we should trust our instincts, when we
should reason, and how the right kind of reasoning can move us forward. Joshua Greene is the director of
Harvard University's Moral Cognition Lab, a pioneering scientist, a philosopher, and an acclaimed teacher. The
great challenge of Moral Tribes is this: How can we get along with Them when what they want feels so wrong?
Finally, Greene offers a surprisingly simple set of maxims for navigating the modern moral terrain, a practical road
map for solving problems and living better lives.
Derek Parfit's Reasons and Persons Oct 03 2022 Derek Parfit (1942-2017) is widely considered to be one of
the most important moral philosophers of the twentieth century. Reasons and Persons is arguably the most
influential of the two books published in his lifetime and hailed as a classic work of ethics and personal identity.
Derek Parfit's Reasons and Persons: An Introduction and Critical Inquiry is an outstanding introduction to and
assessment of Parfit's book, with chapters by leading scholars of ethics, metaphysics and of Parfit's work. Part I
provides a much-needed introduction to key topics and themes in Reasons and Persons that will be useful for
those new to Parfit's complex work. These include Parfit's idea of self-defeating theories, rationality and time,
personal identity, future generations and well-being. Part II explores various debates generated by Reasons and
Persons, including its connections with Buddhism, metaethics, theory of rationality, transformative choices and
further developments in personal identity and metaphysics such as conativism. Combining clear exposition of the
major topics and arguments in Reasons and Persons with scholarly perspectives on more advanced themes, this
book is ideal for students of ethics, metaethics, metaphysics and anyone interested in Derek Parfit's philosophy.
Communities in Action Mar 04 2020 In the United States, some populations suffer from far greater disparities in
health than others. Those disparities are caused not only by fundamental differences in health status across
segments of the population, but also because of inequities in factors that impact health status, so-called
determinants of health. Only part of an individual's health status depends on his or her behavior and choice;

community-wide problems like poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate housing, poor public
transportation, interpersonal violence, and decaying neighborhoods also contribute to health inequities, as well as
the historic and ongoing interplay of structures, policies, and norms that shape lives. When these factors are not
optimal in a community, it does not mean they are intractable: such inequities can be mitigated by social policies
that can shape health in powerful ways. Communities in Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to delineate the
causes of and the solutions to health inequities in the United States. This report focuses on what communities can
do to promote health equity, what actions are needed by the many and varied stakeholders that are part of
communities or support them, as well as the root causes and structural barriers that need to be overcome.
Principles and Persons Jun 30 2022 Principles and Persons contains twenty-one new essays addressed to
themes drawn from the work of the late Derek Parfit. Topics include the nature of reasons and duties, the
rationality of our attitudes to time, and the question of personal identity.
The Long Life Jan 26 2022 The Long Life invites the reader to range widely from the writings of Plato through to
recent philosophical work by Derek Parfit, Bernard Williams, and others, and from Shakespeare's King Lear
through works by Thomas Mann, Balzac, Dickens, Beckett, Stevie Smith, Philip Larkin, to more recent writing by
Saul Bellow, Philip Roth, and J. M. Coetzee. Helen Small argues that if we want to understand old age, we have
to think more fundamentally about what it means to be a person, to have a life, to have (or lead) a good life, to be
part of a just society. What did Plato mean when he suggested that old age was the best place from which to
practice philosophy - or Thomas Mann when he defined old age as the best time to be a writer - and were they
right? If we think, as Aristotle did, that a good life requires the active pursuit of virtue, how will our view of later life
be affected? If we think that lives and persons are unified, much as stories are said to be unified, how will our
thinking about old age differ from that of someone who thinks that lives and/or persons can be strongly
discontinuous? In a just society, what constitutes a fair distribution of limited resources between the young and
the old? How, if at all, should recent developments in the theory of evolutionary senescence alter our thinking
about what it means to grow old? This is a groundbreaking book, deep as well as broad, and likely to alter the way
in which we talk about one of the great social concerns of our time - the growing numbers of those living to be old,
and the growing proportion of the old to the young.
Effective Altruism Jul 20 2021 This is the first collective study of the thinking behind the effective altruism
movement. This movement comprises a growing global community of people who organise significant parts of
their lives around the two key concepts represented in its name. Altruism is the idea that if we use asignificant
portion of the resources in our possession - whether money, time, or talents - with a view to helping others then
we can improve the world considerably. When we do put such resources to altruistic use, it is crucial to focus on
how much good this or that intervention is reasonablyexpected to do per unit of resource expended (as a gauge of
effectiveness). We can try to rank various possible actions against each other to establish which will do the most
good with the resources expended. Thus we could aim to rank various possible kinds of action to alleviate poverty
against oneanother, or against actions aimed at very different types of outcome, focused perhaps on animal
welfare or future generations.The scale and organisation of the effective altruism movement encourage careful
dialogue on questions that have perhaps long been there, throwing them into new and sharper relief, and giving
rise to previously unnoticed questions. In this volume a team of internationally recognised
philosophers,economists, and political theorists present refined and in-depth explorations of issues that arise once
one takes seriously the twin ideas of altruistic commitment and effectiveness.
Applied Ethics Jun 26 2019 Offers a collection of essays covering a range of topics of practical concern in the
field of ethics.
What We Owe to Each Other Oct 30 2019 How do we judge whether an action is morally right or wrong? If an
action is wrong, what reason does that give us not to do it? Why should we give such reasons priority over our
other concerns and values? In this book, T. M. Scanlon offers new answers to these questions, as they apply to
the central part of morality that concerns what we owe to each other. According to his contractualist view, thinking
about right and wrong is thinking about what we do in terms that could be justified to others and that they could
not reasonably reject. He shows how the special authority of conclusions about right and wrong arises from the
value of being related to others in this way, and he shows how familiar moral ideas such as fairness and
responsibility can be understood through their role in this process of mutual justification and criticism. Scanlon
bases his contractualism on a broader account of reasons, value, and individual well-being that challenges
standard views about these crucial notions. He argues that desires do not provide us with reasons, that states of
affairs are not the primary bearers of value, and that well-being is not as important for rational decision-making as
it is commonly held to be. Scanlon is a pluralist about both moral and non-moral values. He argues that, taking
this plurality of values into account, contractualism allows for most of the variability in moral requirements that

relativists have claimed, while still accounting for the full force of our judgments of right and wrong.
Moral Reasons Jan 02 2020 This book attempts to place a realist view of ethics (the claim that there are facts of
the matter in ethics as elsewhere) within a broader context. It starts with a discussion of why we should mind
about the difference between right and wrong, asks what account we should give of our ability to learn from our
moral experience, and looks in some detail at the different sorts of ways in which moral reasons can combine to
show us what we should do in the circumstances. The second half of the book uses these results to mount an
attack on consequentialism in ethics, arguing that there are more sorts of reasons around than consequentialists
can even dream of.
Ethics and Existence Feb 12 2021 Derek Parfit, who died in 2017, is widely believed to have been the best
moral philosopher in well over a century. The twenty new essays in this book were written in his honour and have
all been inspired by his work - in particular, his work in an area of moral philosophy known as 'population ethics',
which is concerned with moral issues raised by causing people to exist. Until Parfit began writing about these
issues in the 1970s, there was almost no discussion of them in the entire history of philosophy. But his
monumental book 'Reasons and Persons' (1984) revealed that population ethics abounds in deep and intractable
problems and paradoxes that not only challenge all the major moral theories but also threaten to undermine many
important common-sense moral beliefs.
Individuals Jun 18 2021 Since its publication in 1959, Individuals has become a modern philosophical classic.
Bold in scope and ambition, it continues to influence debates in metaphysics, philosophy of logic and language,
and epistemology. Peter Strawson's most famous work, it sets out to describe nothing less than the basic subject
matter of our thought. It contains Strawson's now famous argument for descriptive metaphysics and his
repudiation of revisionary metaphysics, in which reality is something beyond the world of appearances.
Throughout, Individuals advances some highly influential and controversial ideas, such as 'non-solipsistic
consciousness' and the concept of a person a 'primitive concept'
Minds, Brains and Science Feb 01 2020 Six lectures discuss the mind-body problem, artificial intelligence, the
workings of the brain, the mental aspect of human action, prediction of human behavior, and free will
Nicomachean Ethics Dec 13 2020 Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle - The Nicomachean Ethics is one of Aristotle's
most widely read and influential works. Ideas central to ethics—that happiness is the end of human endeavor, that
moral virtue is formed through action and habituation, and that good action requires prudence—found their most
powerful proponent in the person medieval scholars simply called "the Philosopher." Drawing on their intimate
knowledge of Aristotle's thought, Robert C. Bartlett and Susan D. Collins have produced here an Englishlanguage translation of the Ethics that is as remarkably faithful to the original as it is graceful in its rendering.
Aristotle is well known for the precision with which he chooses his words, and in this elegant translation his work
has found its ideal match. Bartlett and Collins provide copious notes and a glossary providing context and further
explanation for students, as well as an introduction and a substantial interpretive essay that sketch central
arguments of the work and the seminal place of Aristotle's Ethics in his political philosophy as a whole. The
Nicomachean Ethics has engaged the serious interest of readers across centuries and civilizations—of peoples
ancient, medieval, and modern; pagan, Christian, Muslim, and Jewish—and this new edition will take its place as
the standard English-language translation.
Reading Parfit Nov 23 2021 Reading Parfit brings together some of the most distinguished scholars in the field
to discuss and critique Derek Parfit's outstanding work, Reasons and Persons,
Religion without God Aug 21 2021 In his last book, Ronald Dworkin addresses timeless questions: What is
religion and what is God's place in it? What are death and immortality? He joins a sense of cosmic mystery and
beauty to the claim that value is objective, independent of mind, and immanent in the world. Belief in God is one
manifestation of this view, but not the only one.
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